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Session Outcomes

The rise of digital content requires libraries to position their physical locations as destinations 
to drive usage. This session demonstrates how libraries may use customer segmentation to 
identify customer need and create destination identities for their facilities that attract 
customers by addressing their needs. This session delivers three key learning outcomes for 
participants:

• Understand the concepts that underlie the use and application of customer data;

• Employ customer segmentation to define customer need;

• Implement a strategic planning process that builds destination personas for branches;

• Communicate these concepts to their board for effective resource allocation; and

• Rollout a library destination strategy in branch communities.
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Why Segmentation?
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Pamunkey Regional Library

The Pamunkey Regional Library System operates a ten branch system in four central Virginia 
counties. It receives tax-based support of nearly $4 million annually from the four 
counties. The regional approach creates an environment that lends itself to the use of 
customer segmentation. Several factors contribute to this. These include:

 Tax Base. Each county contributes to the system at varying levels. Although the shared service 
model leverages these resources effectively, targeting resources by customer need provides the 
library a tool for allocating resources.

 Population Density. The associated counties differ relative to their population centers, with some 
more rural than others. This influences the variety of services each branch provides.

 Traffic Patterns. Patron movement through and between the counties influences the placement 
and utilization of branches. This necessarily requires the library to address needs at one location not 
necessarily required by the surrounding population.
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Pamunkey Regional Library, cont.

Beyond the needs and characteristics of each county, the system saw many organization 
benefits to segmentation. Segmentation provides:

• The management team a decision-making tool. By assessing the organization from the 
perspective of customer needs, they can better allocation resources

• Facilitates target marketing, which generates a higher yield for each dollar invested.

• Permits a more precise measurement of organizational outcomes.
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The Clusters
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Customer Clusters

• Customer Segmentation divides 
customer bases into groups of 
individuals that are similar in 
specific ways such as age, gender, 
interests, actions, etc. 

• Allows companies to target specific 
groups of customers effectively in 
order to best appeal to each 
customer segment. 
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R3

• Right customer. Your intended audience which should align with your organization’s specific 
goals and outcomes. Send emails to customer segments (Clusters), based on characteristics 
like new cardholders, the type of materials they check out or other attributes. 

• Right message. Identify what content is most interesting to your intended audience. Focus on 
providing value. Measure open rates and conversion rates (the percentage of customers who 
actually do something at the library) to determine if the message was successful and 
resonates with your target audience. Savannah's data integration makes calls to action easy to 
measure — whether that’s linking to content in your catalog or requesting a customer to sign 
up for a program or class.

• Right time. Now that you have your audience and message, determine the frequency of your 
communication and when to send emails. Just as with the design of your message, the 
frequency of your communication requires some testing through measurement to see what 
works. As a general rule of thumb, you should send something to your customers at least once 
a month to maintain top of mind awareness. 

Right customer
Right message
Right time
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Strategic Planning
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The Planning Process

Brand Promise

Identifies the 
organization’s 
commitment 
to its 
community

Cluster  Outcomes

Organizes and 
prioritizes 
customer 
segments to 
realize the 
brand promise

Organizational Metrics

Defines the 
metrics to 
measure 
realization of 
the brand 
promise

System Strategy

Approaches  
enabling the 
organization to 
move the 
needle

Branch Planning

Community 
level objectives 
that buttress  
system 
strategies to 
realize the 
brand promise
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Pamunkey Clusters & Outcomes

Cluster Outcome Standard Resource Level

Destination Clusters

Family Relationships Engaged Exploration
We cultivate life-long Library and family bonds that create and 
broaden opportunities.

Current: 29.2%
Target: 40%Dining In Creativity Experienced

The Library inspires customers’ creativity through compelling 
spaces and dynamic resources.

Staying Connected Empower Customers use our technology to increase their productivity.

Digital Clusters

Digitarians Moving Forward
Our digital resources provide customers a pathway for realizing 
enjoyment and fulfillment.

Current: 41.7%
Target: 44%

Transitionals A New Horizon We guide customers into the digital world.

Occasionals Newly Inspired
Informed customers have convenient access to digital resources 
that meet their needs, interests, and ambitions.

Audiophiles Easy Listening We provide flexibility and convenience to the listening experience.

Efficiency Clusters

Legacy Clusters
(Dependables, Page Turners)

Less is More
The library efficiently and conveniently provides a focused 
collection that meets customers’ needs and interests.

Current: 29.1%
Target: 15%
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Community Support
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The
Strategic
Planning
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Effectiveness Measures
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Effectiveness Measures

Activity
Number of 
Users Utilization %

Print 2,274 7.32%

CD 77 0.25%

DVD 378 1.22%

Audiobooks 339 1.09%

Computer 1,125 3.62%

Downloadables 1,166 3.75%

Strength of Relationship
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Presenters
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Pamunkey Regional Library

The Pamunkey Regional Library enhances the quality of life in our communities by providing free access to 
information, promoting reading enjoyment, nurturing lifelong learning and providing places for people to interact. 

• Serving Goochland, Hanover, King and Queen, and King William Counties 

• Three Compelling Experiences:
Community Hub--Features popular collections and resources to help customers stay connected with their 
community and beyond. 

One Stop--Provides a wide range of services, activities, and collections. Family entertainment and 
resources for work, study, and exploration are readily available 

Work + Play--Designed for productive work and engaging play 

• Ten Inspiring Destinations:
Ashland Mechanicsville
Atlee Montpelier
Goochland Rockville
Hanover Upper King William
King & Queen West Point
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OrangeBoy, Inc.

• Who we are: Founded in 1996, OrangeBoy, Inc. uses a customer-
centric, data-driven approach which enables us to decipher 
customer behavior.  

• What we do: We serve more than 60 library clients in 30 states 
and Canada from our offices in Columbus, Chicago, and Portland.

• Industries: Cultural institutions, financial services, health care, 
libraries, philanthropy and retail

• How we help: By understanding customer behaviors using 
Savannah, our SaaS (software as a service), we help clients 
identify, plan, target, and measure customer engagement and 
organizational performance.


